
12 November 2009
The Hon. Kate Ellis, MP
Minister for Youth and Sport
161a Main North Road
Nailsworth, SA, 5083

RE: Internet Censorship and its place in the National Conversation with Young Australians

Dear Ms. Ellis,

I haven’t written to you for a while now, largely because very little of what I’ve stated in my previous letters 
has changed.

Senator Conroy’s censorship “live trials” are every bit as stillborn as they were the first time I brought them 
to your attention nearly a year ago; The ALP proposal is still about as popular as The Chaser at a Ministerial 
press conference; and your Government still looks resolutely hopeless on Internet issues.

So it was with some anticipation that I read that the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr. Kevin Rudd, was 
intending to talk with young Australians via a web chat1 on 22 October 2009, and would be specifically 
addressing Internet censorship.

I foolishly hoped that the Prime Minister might be able to explain why the Australian Communications and 
Media Authority (ACMA) had declared that Iranian protest videos were “prohibited content” for Australian 
Internet users2.  Or, failing that, perhaps he would be able to help us comprehend why ACMA has declared 
that the film “V for Vendetta” is “prohibited content” for Australian Internet users, but only when it’s given 
away as a gift 3.

Alas, my hope was misplaced.  During the Prime Minister’s web chat the subject of Internet censorship didn’t 
come up at all until less than ten minutes before the session’s end, despite invited guest Jamincanberra 
suggesting that it was one of the two topics which he or she most wanted to discuss4 nearly an hour earlier.

Jamincanberra brought the subject up by citing nine reasons to oppose the ALP’s censorship policy, 
culminating with, “In my view Internet cencorship (sic) at [the ISP] level should probably be made illegal! ... 
Money should be spent on improving our online security, not on cencorship! (sic).”  

The Prime Minister’s cowardly response was to completely ignore it, until invited guest Miscellaneous 
pressed him to explain how the Government would censor child pornography without interfering with political 
views.  Several minutes later, Mr. Rudd responded with a false dichotomy:  “... we are trying to get the 
balance right, between maximising individual freedom on the one hand, while protecting young people in 

	 	

1 http://www.arnnet.com.au/article/322592/rudd_talk_about_internet_filtering “Rudd to talk about Internet filtering”, 
ARNnet, David Ramli, 19 October 2009.

2 http://www.somebodythinkofthechildren.com/acma-blacklists-iran-protest-video/ “ACMA blacklists Iranian protest video”, 
Somebody Think of the Children, Michael Meloni, 28 August 2009.

3 http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2009/09/acma-killed-off-gift-this-movie-option-in-itunes/ “ACMA killed off `Gift This Movie’ 
option in iTunes”, Gizmodo Australia, Nick Broughall, 17 September 2009.

4 http://pm.gov.au/node/6263 Chat Transcript, 22 October
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particular from the real nasties out there... if you’ve got views (sic), please put them direct to Kate on the 
national conversation website.”5

So here I am, putting them direct to Kate!  Media reports6 indicate you don’t actually read the national 
conversation website, so I’m choosing to use a letter instead.

A student of history of the Prime Minister’s calibre ought to know that the notion that there’s some kind of 
conflict between freedom and safety has been condemned as preposterous nonsense for hundreds of years.    
One of Benjamin Franklin’s most famous quotes7 is, “They who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little 
temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.” Perhaps the Rudd Government missed the memo.

The suggestion that one must restrict adults’ freedom to protect other peoples’ children presupposes that 
those children’s parents are incapable of supplying adequate protection without mandatory Government 
interference.  As you know full well, ACMA has accumulated a considerable corpus of original research 
showing that that isn’t the case8.  Perhaps your evidence-based policy options in this area should include 
consideration of the possibility that you’ve underestimated the competence of Australian parents and the 
resilience of Australian children in your advocacy for mandatory censorship of adults.

To more directly address the Prime Minister’s comment:  One maximizes individual freedom by not 
mandating Government censorship of Australian adults’ reading material, and one protects young people by 
enabling their parents and, where necessary, by enabling young people themselves.  These objectives don’t 
conflict with each other, so it’s nonsensical to suggest that one must be traded off for the other.

The ALP Government has opposed both of those objectives since it won office in 2007.  Its censorship policy  
is useless at best, actively harmful at worst; and far from enabling people to protect themselves, the 
Government’s paternalistic approach encourages a dependency culture.  Rather than empowering 
Australian Internet users to take charge of their own online destiny, this Government encourages them to go 
running to ACMA’s apron strings whenever they see anything unsettling.

That isn’t the vision of a “civil and confident” online Australia that I want to see.  It looks more like a reduction 
of society’s potential to a lowest-common-denominator defined by the least knowledgeable, most irrationally 
frightened individuals among us.  When did that become a core Australian value?

If the Prime Minister knew the first thing about the Internet, the answer he might have given to 
Miscellaneous would look something like this:  “We understand that criminals don’t use the web to distribute 
illegal material, so web censorship cannot possibly have any impact whatsoever on child pornography.  On 
the other hand, we also know from first-hand experience that ACMA can’t tell the difference between illegal 
material, political speech, and mainstream Hollywood entertainment, so we can’t trust them to look out for 
anyone’s best interests either.  By publishing education campaigns for the tiny minority of parents who don’t 
comprehend the Internet, and by funding law enforcement to take down criminals, we feel that we can 
remove child pornography without having any impact whatsoever on Australians’ civil liberties.”

That would be worth getting behind.  That would be leadership.  And that would be something that I’m still 
waiting for, two years after Senator Conroy first announced9 Mr. Rudd’s disastrous censorship policy.

Sincerely yours,

Mark Newton
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5 http://www.arnnet.com.au/article/323231/prime_minister_avoids_questions_internet_filtering “Prime Minister avoids 
questions on Internet filtering”, ARNnet, David Ramli, 22 October 2009.

6 http://www.crikey.com.au/2009/10/23/kate-ellis-and-the-youth-roundtable-that-wasnt/ “Kate Ellis and the youth 
roundtable that wasn’t”, Crikey!, Andrew Crook, 23 October 2009.

7 http://www.archive.org/details/templefranklin02franrich “Memoirs of the life and writings of Benjamin Franklin”, Benjamin 
Franklin and William Temple Franklin, H. Colburn (London), 1818.

8 e.g., http://www.acma.gov.au/WEB/STANDARD/pc=PC_311655 “Australia in the Digital Economy: research report 
series”, ACMA, March 2009.

9 http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2007/12/31/2129471.htm “Conroy announces mandatory internet filters to protect 
children”, ABC, 31 December 2007.  Conroy: “Anyone wanting uncensored access to the Internet will have to opt out of 
the service.”
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